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Power door locks

Power door locks (also known as electric door locks or central locking) allow the driver or front 

passenger to simultaneously lock or unlock all the doors of an automobile or truck, by pressing 

a buton or foipping a switch.g Power door locks were introduced on the luuury ccripps-oooth in 

1914, but were not common on luuury cars untl Packard reintroduced them in 1956.g Nearly 

every car model today ofers this feature as at least optonal equipment.g

Early systems locked and unlocked only the car doors.g Many cars today also feature systems 

which can unlock such things as the luggage compartment or fuel fller cap door.g It is also 

common on modern cars for the locks to actvate automatcally when the car is put into gear or 

reaches a certain speed.g 

Seat Adjuster 

The ceat Adjuster is a device that allows for the forward and backward movement of the seat.g It

is controlled either manually or electronically.g The seat adjuster also enables the front or back 

of the seat to tlt vertcally or laterally.g In some automobiles, the seat adjuster can even move 

the entre seat assembly.g come modern vehicles are equipped with front power seats, which 

are operated by a switch or joystck.g                                                                                                      

oased on the kind of automobile, seat adjusters are ofered in standard and heavy-duty 

confguratons.g come seat adjusters also include an opton for locking.g A faulty seat adjuster will

fail to move the seat to the required positon.g If you are looking to replace a damaged seat 

adjuster, you have come to the right place.g At ouy Auto Parts we stock a wide variety of seat 

adjusters for every car make and model.g

Electric Pump and Motor

ooth pumps and motors are mechanical devices used for a varied range of engineering works.g 

ooth the devices play a key role in various engineering felds such as mechanical engineering, 

electrical engineering, civil engineering, automobile engineering, constructon works, robotcs, 

etc.g They are used for a variety of purposes.g



  

Pump is a mechanical device used to raise or move fouids using sucton or pressure.g The most 

common euample of a pump is the windmill or a watermill to pump water.g

Motor is an electro-mechanical device that converts electrical energy into mechanical energy.g 

Motors are literally everywhere – in your computer, hair dryer, electric shaver, cofee grinder, 

dishwasher, and microwave.g

ooth devices are among the greatest inventons of all tme used in all sorts of applicatons.g

Operation of Pump and Motor

A pump uses forces of nature to move fouids or sometmes slurries.g Air is pushed out of the way 

as the moving part begins to move.g Pumps are generally powered by electric motors that drive 

an impeller.g As a result of movement of water, a partal vacuum is created which is later flled 

with more air.g A motor, on the other hand, is based on Faraday’s law of electromagnetc 

inducton which is one of the most basic laws of electromagnetsm.g

Function of Pump and Motor

Electric motors interact with the magnetc feld of the motor and winding current to generate 

force in order to produce electrical energy from mechanical energy.g Pumps, on the other hand, 

leverage various energy sources to rotate its impeller and without a driving force of nature, 

pumps are useless.g It uses the rotary movement of the shaf which acts as the input energy, in 

order to generate pressure.g

Types of Pump and Motor

Pumps are generally classifed into two basic types, centrifugal and positve displacement 

pumps.g They are further categorized based on their method of displacement into impulse 

pumps, gravity pumps, velocity pumps, valveless pumps, and steam pumps.g Motors are mainly 

classifed into AC and DC motors.g AC motors are further divided into synchronous and 

asynchronous, whereas DC motors can be classifed into brushed and brushless motors.g

Applications of Pump and Motor

Pumps are used in both industrial and commercial applicatons.g From water treatment plants to

paper mills to car washes, pumps are used everywhere.g Centrifugal pumps are used for energy 

and industrial applicatons for various purposes.g Motors are used in almost everything like fans, 

compressors, conveyor systems, dishwashers, robotcs, electric vehicles, hoists, lifs, lathes, 

vacuum cleaners, grinders, shearing machines, and more.g



  


